


Over 130 parts!
Precise detail & outstanding fit 
Movable/poseable control surfaces
Detailed cockpit, bombay w/depth bombs
Beaching Gear & 3 or 4 blade propellers

The “Blue Seagull” diorama depicting the USS Hamlin Seaplane tender barge. (Okinawa 1945) The PBM was first deployed 
in 1940 as a sea based U.S. Navy patrol bomber. This versatile seaplane also provided transport for men and material and 
search and rescue service employing its unique water landing capability.
Built and photographed by Davide Lazzarotto

Note: This diorama was built using aftermarket 
accessories not included in the kit, and a modi-
fied Minicraft 1/72 PBM-5 Mariner.

11684  1/72 PBM-5 Mariner 



11319  1/350  RMS OLYMPIC   ”Includes New Tooling”
The RMS Olympic was first placed into service in 1911.  Truly the queen of the seas for the 
day, Olympic set sail almost a year before her sister -ship Titanic made her ill-fated maiden 
voyage. Unlike Titanic, Olympic operated for over 24 years before being scrapped in the nine-
teen thirties. This new kit includes new tooling for parts appropriate for the Olympic including 
the open promenade deck and other assorted details. The model will it represent Olympic as 
she first appeared in 1911 prior to being modified after the loss of Titanic and the addition of 
lifeboats and other safety equipment deemed necessary by the tragic loss of life on Titanic.

11696  1/48  Piper Cub  T-41 “Mescalero”  USAF
The T-41A Mescalero is the military trainer version of the civilian Cessna 172. Minicraft Models 
1/48 scale T-41A offers a choice of marking options that include the United States Air Force 
T-41A used as a flight trainer for cadets at the USAF Academy in Colorado Springs Colorado 
and as a transport and search and rescue duty. This detailed plastic kit includes removable 
cowl that shows detailed engine beneath, detailed interior and recessed panel lines. 

11693  1/48  Piper Cub  “Bush Plane”   ”Includes New Tooling”
The Piper Super Cub is highly prized for its simple design, ease of maintenance and short 
take-off and landing capabilities. The Super Cub is one of the few small aircraft that can be 
equipped with large low pressure tires to land on soft ground and skis for landing almost any-
where. This new kit features “bush wheels” for landing on soft ground and skis for landing on 
snow covered surfaces typically found in Alaska and Canada. The kit includes decals printed 
by Cartograf and features a  choice of registration numbers and painting and marking options 
for USA and Canadian registration. 

11697  1/48   Beechcraft® T-34B  U.S. Navy “Mentor” 
After World War II funding for new United States military equipment was scarce.  A new more 
cost effective airplane for pilot training was needed that had good speed and maneuverability 
with gentle flight characteristics. The U.S. military turned to Beechcraft Aviation modify the 
already successful Bonanza into a tandem seat military trainer thus creating the T-34 Mentor. 
The United States Navy purchased a modified Mentor designated T-34B which was used for 
training Navy pilots throughout the 1950’s. The T-34 A/B production ended in 1959 but many 
of these airplanes were sold after they were retired from use by the U.S. military. Many exam-
ples of this successful airplane can still be seen today in private ownership.

14725  1/144  LC-130  Hercules®    ”Includes New Tooling” 
The C-130 Hercules first entered service in the mid-nineteen fifties. Throughout its service life 
the Hercules was recognized to be among the most efficient and reliable air transport in US 
Air Force inventory. The C-130 was adapted for use in harsh Arctic and Antarctic regions by 
adding skis for operation from snow and ice covered landing strips. More recent modifications 
include engine and propeller modifications best recognized by the unique 8 blade propellers. 
The new Minicraft LC-130 features new tooling for skis and optional use of the 8 blade pro-
pellers as seen on the latest C-130J outfitted to operate in extreme cold. The kit includes 2 
marking options and high quality decals printed by Cartograf.

14732   1/144  AC-47D  Spooky  ”Includes New Tooling” 
The twin engine C-47A Dakota first entered service in the late 1930’s as the DC-3 civilian 
airliner. The military version, the C-47A was used throughout World War 2 and continued 
to be used by United States armed forces long after the Second World War. AC-47D was 
initially a field conversion of the C-47 used by the United States Air Force in South Viet Nam 
to saturate an area with concentrated gunfire to suppress enemy activity.  This kit features 
new tooling representing armament for the Spooky Gunship. The kit also features high 
quality Cartograf decals with 2 marking options, recessed panel lines, “D” engines and 
“mini-guns” unique to the “Spooky” gunship.

14701  1/144  C-47ATM   Gooney Bird on Floats  ”Includes New Tooling”
Originally designed and operated as the DC-3 airliner before WWII, the venerable C-47A was 
the DC-3 in military service. The C-47A served in every theatre of operation in WWII carrying 
cargo, passengers and paratroops. The C-47A remained in service long after the end of WWII 
and was a common sight in U.S. military service in post war service. The new Minicraft C-47A 
features new tooling for floats used on the C-47A enabling the aircraft to take off and land from 
both land and sea. Initially installed on a select few C-47A’s the unique amphibian was sold to 
private ownership after World War II. The new Minicraft “Gooney Bird on floats features both 
civilian and USAAF Military markings.
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14741  1/144   KB-29P  SuperfortressTM  “TANKER”
The KB-29 was the first aircraft to routinely refuel aircraft in-flight to extend airborne range 
to intercontinental distances. The B-29 bomber was adapted for use as a tanker to extend 
the range of bombers to deliver atomic weapons. Further development of in-flight refueling 
by Boeing resulted in a new “flying boom” which greatly improved in-flight transfer of fuel. 
This innovation made in-flight refueling both practical and essential for US defense policy in 
the post-war world. This new Minicraft KB-29P features all-new tooling for the “flying boom” 
air refueling system. The kit features rotating propellers, position-able landing to display with 
gear up or down, and a clear stand for displaying the airplane in flight. Decals, printed by 
Cartograf will offer two marking options.

14755  1/144  F-1 Mirage USAF “Top Gun” Agressor
The high performance F1 Mirage was first deployed by the French Air Force in 1992 and served 
with many nations of the world. The supersonic and highly maneuverable F-1 was retired by 
the French in 2014 but many nations still use the fast and nimble F1. Recently the United States 
armed forces contracted ATAC to supply retired French F1 fighters for use in advanced combat 
training of pilots in schools made famous as “top gun” training programs. The F1 will soon fly 
again to hone the skills of America’s future top guns. This new Minicraft kit features the new 
clear stand and new markings representing the F1 in ATAC/USAF training command service 
featuring decals printed by Cartograf.

14756  1/144  Hawker “Tempest”
The Hawker Tempest was an improved design of the RAF Typhoon. After a nearly complete 
redesign the Typhoon, the new airplane was re-designated Hawker Tempest. The Tempest 
proved to be a fast and capable fighter that distinguished itself in late WWII as one of the few 
fighters capable of intercepting and V-1 flying bomb and challenging the new German ME-
262 jet fighter. This new Minicraft 1/144 kit offers new markings for the aircraft and a clear 
stand for display in-flight as a desk top display or “on the ground with landing gear deployed. 

14758  1/144  B-52G  Stratofortress TM

First flown in the 1950’s, later models of the B-52 continue to serve the United States Air Force. 
Up-dated B-52’s are expected to continue to serve for decades yet to come. This new 1/144 
Minicraft B-52 represents both early and late B-52G. The long-range B-52G flew from distant 
bases in the Indian ocean and credited for having delivered more bombs on target than any 
other aircraft used during both Gulf Wars. This kit features new tooling for unique tail arma-
ment and radar array and new weapons pylons and GDAM guided bombs.

14759 1/144  B-29A SuperfortressTM  “Late War”
The B-29A was employed as a long-range heavy bomber to bomb the Japanese mainland 
from distant bases in China and the Pacific islands in WWII. The B-29 was the first aircraft to 
deliver an atomic bomb in 1945 and served well into the 1950’s for both the United States 
Army Air Force and the United States Air Force. This new Minicraft Models B-29A features new 
tooling representing the unique late-production streamline 4 gun top turret, radar dome and 
several additional new detail parts, new clear stand to display the model in-flight and markings 
representing 1 WWII aircraft and 1 B-29A operating over Korea during the Korean War.

14740  1/144   B-50A  SuperfortressTM  
The B-50 evolved from the B-29 which was used during World War II. Modifications were 
made to the B-29 to improve speed and payload and to integrate the delivery of new atomic 
weapons into the aircraft design. The modified airplane was expected to become the B-29D 
but so many modifications were made that the airplane was re-designated the Boeing B-50, 
the first purpose built aircraft to carry atomic weapons. The new Minicraft B-50 will feature 
all new tooling representing the aircraft first flown in 1947. The new kit will feature rotating 
propellers, position-able landing to display with gear up or down, and a clear stand for 
displaying the airplane in flight. Decals, printed by Cartograf will offer two marking options. 
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14761 1/144  B-17G  Flying FortressTM  
The B-17 was the most advanced heavy bomber in the United States Army Air Force before 
WWII and served throughout the war. The B-17 was the primary bomber used to conduct the 
daylight strategic bombing campaign against Nazi Germany that ultimately contributed to the 
defeat of Germany. This new kit features a clear stand for “in-flight display and new markings 
that represent unique nose art for “Little Mischief” which operated with the USAAF 8’Th Air 
Force stationed in England during WW2.    

14762 1/144  C-130J-30®

For over 50 years the C-130 has served the United States Air Force but the years have dictated 
many changes to the versatile C-130 to stay abreast with new developments in engine and 
avionics.  The super Hercules is the latest in the line of C-130’s featuring and extended fuse-
lage and modern engines with 6 blade propellers offering longer range, higher top speed, 
heavier payload and significantly more cargo volume. The new Minicraft Model Kits C-130 
J-30 features fuselage tooling representing the latest variant of the C-130 with new engines 
and markings for 2 United States Air Force aircraft. The kit includes recessed panel lines, inte-
rior cargo bay and position-able rear door and unique scimitar propeller design with choice of 
markings for two different aircraft. Also included is a clear stand for desk-top display.

 
14763 1/144  P-51D MustangTM         WWII
The P-51D was arguably the most successful fighter of World War 2 and the early post-war 
years. The P-51D Mustang served the U.S. Army Air Force in WWII and continued to serve as 
the F-51D after the United States Air Force was established in 1947. This new kit features a 
clear stand for desk-top display of the model “in flight” and new markings for a WWII P-51D 
and USAF F-51D in Korea.  

14764 1/144  F-14ATM TOMCAT® 
The US Navy F-14A “Tomcat” first deployed in 1970 demonstrated the extraordinary capability 
of this heavily armed supersonic jet fighter.  Operational use of the F-14 began in 1974; the 
F-14 was actively involved of the almost all significant military actions of the era.  The F-14 is 
perhaps best known for the motion picture titled “Top Gun” where the F-14 was the un-named 
co-star of the movie. This new Minicraft 1/144 scale F-14A features pose-able variable sweep 
wings, position-able landing gear and clear stand for desk top display showing the aircraft 
in-flight. Decals printed by Cartograf represent markings for 2 aircraft US Navy F-14’s. 

14765 1/144  F-15ATM  “EAGLE”
The F-15A served the United States Air Force since the 1980’s but new aircraft have now 
replaced the F-15 as the primary US Air Force fighter for air defense. Even so, several varia-
tions of the F-15 remain active with the United States Air Force, Air National Guard and allied 
nations. The new Minicraft F-15A features position-able landing gear and clear stand for desk 
top display showing the aircraft in-flight. Decals printed by Cartograf represent a choice of 
markings for 2 different F-15A  USAF aircraft.

14760 1/144  0A-10A® 
The PBY Catalina served the United States Navy and US Army Air Force throughout WWII and 
continued to serve long WWII. The Catalina was operated as the OA-10 by the U.S. Army Air 
Force and later the United States Air Force. The OA-10 was used as an air-sea rescue aircraft 
and proved to be a critical asset for rescuing pilots and air crews that had to ditch at sea.
The new 1/144 Minicraft OA-10 represents a USAAF search and rescue aircraft that operated 
in the Pacific during World War II. The kit features high quality Cartograf decals, markings for 
2 aircraft and recessed panel lines.

14766 1/144  P-51D MustangTM             Korean War
The Mustang P-51D was considered to be the “best” allied fighter in World War II but the 
Mustang served long after the end of World War II.  When the United States Air Force was es-
tablished in 1947 the Mustang was reclassified as the F-51 and served throughout the Korean 
War (1950-1953). Even after the Korean War the Mustang served in Air Force reserve units 
well into the 1950’s. Minicraft Model Kits 1/144 scale F-51D includes 2 marking options for 
aircraft used operating during the Korean War, with choice of 2 decal options, pre-decorated 
canopy and clear stand for in-flight desk top display.  
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11644   UH-60L 11683    P-38J®  YIPPEE11682    F4U-5TM Corsair
 ®

11652    F/A-18 HornetTM        

                                                     CF-18
11681    PV-1 Ventura 
              USN  Post-war

11684    PBM-5TM   USN
              Nightmare

11689    B-24D  USAAF
              Formation Ship

11657  1/200   Howard Hughes’s “Spruce Goose”

Largest wooden airplane ever built!

11692    B-24J®  Liberator®
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11635  Cessna® 172 Tri Gear 11651  Cessna® 172 C.A.P. 11662  Cessna® 150  Floatplane

11663   Piper Super Cub 11675   Cessna® 150 11676   Beechcraft®  Bonanza

11677   Piper Cherokee 11678   Piper Super Cub 11685   Cessna® 172  Floatplane

11686   Cessna® 172  Skyhawk 11671   Beechcraft® T-34A 11694   Beechcraft® F-33

11695  Beechcraft® T-34A  C.A.P.
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14615   B-52H   StratofortressTM14595   B-1A Bomber11668   NASA SpaceshuttleTM

14677   MIG 21  USSR

14678   Aichi “ ake  IJN

14641   B-52H   StratofortressTM 14675   F-104A®  Starfighter®

14690   JM-1  USN 14692   F-4E PhantomTM

14695   C-97TM MATS 14703   E-3/AWACSTM E-8 Joint StarsTM 14704   Spitfire VB  USAAF/RAF

14707   KC-135A  StratotankerTM 14708   KC-135R  StratotankerTM 14709   EC-135C  StratotankerTM
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14713  B-25H  MitchellTM

14723  L-188 ElectraTM

14715  C-121R  Vietnam  BatCat 14720  Bf-110 Messerschmitt

14721  HE-111 Heinkel

14727  B-29 Superfortress
TM       

Enola Gay 14729  JU-88 A/C  Junkers 14730  P-38J®    Lightning®

Pre-Painted Canopy
14722  P-47D Thunderbolt®

Pre-Painted Canopy

Pre-Painted Canopy Pre-Painted Canopy

14731  TBF AvengerTM    14733  F-111®    Aardvark® 14734  B-52D/F  StratofortressTM

Pre-Painted Canopy

14735  B-24®  Liberator® 14737  C-130J®  Hercules®14736  PBY 5A  Catalina
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14742  AC-130®  Gunship 14745  B-52 D/E  StratofortressTM 14744   F-16  Fighting Falcon®

Pre-Painted Canopy

14748  C-130® A/E

14749  RB-29  SuperfortressTM 

14746  G4M Type 1 Betty
Pre-Painted Canopy

14751  A6M2 Zero
Pre-Painted Canopy

14747  C-47  Dakota

14750  B-24®  Liberator®

14752  C-118 Liftmaster 14753  Avro Lancaster 14754  B-17G  Flying FortressTM

14757  KC-97L Stratofreighter
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11318    R.M.S. Titanic  “Centennial Edition” 

11320    “Deluxe” R.M.S. Titanic
Deluxe edition includes, photo-etched brass railings

Perhaps the most popular ship kit ever produced.

· Largest platic model kit available!

· Museum Quality      

· Over 30.5” long

· Highly detailed, over 400 parts!

· Detailed assembly instructions



· Universal

· Adjustable

· Poseable

Single Axis Gimbal

12010  Clear Display Stand

 

MINICRAFT MODELS (USA) LLC
2136 12th St. 

Rockford, IL. 61104
779-774-4223 

 Contact
models@minicraftmodels.com

Export Sales
International Hobbycraft Company

613 Landwehr Road 
 Northbrook, IL. 60062

847-564-9945 
hobbby-exporter.com

 

LOCKHEED MARTIN®, P-38®, F-16®, C-130®, F-111®, 
and Constellation®, associated emblems and 
logos, and body designs of vehicles are either
registered trademarks or trademarks of
Lockheed Martin Corporation in the USA 
and/or other jurisdictions, used under 
license by Minicraft Models (US) LLC.

Produced under license. Boeing, McDonnell Douglas, Douglas, AC-47, AWACS, 
B-1B Lancer, B-17 Flying Fortress, B-25 Mitchell, B-29 Superfortress, B-50 Superfortress, 
B-52 Stratofortress, F-4 Phantom, F-15 Eagle, F/A-18 Hornet, KC-135 Stratotanker, 
P-51 Mustang, their distinctive logos, product markings and trade dress are trademarks 
of The Boeing Company.

Beechcraft®, Bonanza, T-34,
emblems, logos and body designs 
are the trademarks and trade dress
of the Beechcraft Corporation 
and are used under license by 
Minicraft Models (US) LLC.

Cessna, Skyhawk, 172, 150, 
emblems, logos and body designs are 
trademarks of Textron Innovations Inc. 
and are used under license by 
Minicraft Models (US) LLC.

Prices and item details subjet to change without notice.

Corsair®, TBF Avenger™, P-47D Thunderbolt®, and 
E-8 Joint STARS™, are trademarks of Northrop 
Grumman Systems Corporation and are used under 
license by Minicraft Models (US) LLC.  
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